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A transport equation formulated by Spencer and Fano
(1954) has been used to calculate initial yields of
products formed by electron interactions under conditions
of steady state irradiation. Since experimental obser-
vation of initial yields may now be possible it is
desirable to generalize the treatment of Spencer and Fano
to include transient effects explicitly.

Consider a system in absence of an external field
which consists of a single component atomic or molecular
medium. For simplicity we assume that this substance
possesses only a single ionization potential, I. Into
this system is injected an electron of kinetic energy T Q
which is far from thermal equlibrium. We are interested
in the time dependence of products evolving from inter-
action of electrons with the medium. Any description of
product yield depends on the calculation of the electron
number density, p (no/vol-E), arising from the sum of
initial electron and subsequent electrons from ionizing
events. In the range of interest p satisfies the
transport equation (Gilardini 1972)

|£ (TQ, T, t) = nK vTp(TQ, T, t) + L~
36(TQ-T)6(t), (1)

where n is the number density of the medium,

v = (2T/m) is the electron velocity, L is the volume
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and K is the Spencer-Fano operator given by

KF = I o (T+E )F(T+E ) + j dE[dO.(T+E, E)/dE]F(T+E) (2)
S S fc 1

+ JdT'[do.(T', T+D/dT1 ]F(T'] - [ J. o (T) + o.(T)]F(T),

where Eo and E are the discrete and continuous energy
s

levels for the atomic or molecular target. The quan-
tities 0 (T), O.(T), and do(T, f)/dE are cross sections
for excitation, ionization, and differentia] ionization by
electrons with kinetic energy T. The source term in Eq.
(1) has been chosen so that,
L"3 J 6(T0-T)6(t)dL

3dTdt = 1. (3)

As a point of convenience and to establish a
connection with past work one can define both an
incremental degradation spectrum Z(TQ, T, t) by

which then satisfies the transport equation (Inokuti et

al. 1987),

VT~! If ( V T' ° = nKZ + 6(T0 " T) 6(C) O)

and a cumulative degradation spectrum Z(TQ, T, t) by
t

Z = j z(TQ, T, X) dX. (6)

The quantity Z is simply a solution of Eq. (5) with a step
function at t = 0 replacing 6(t) in the source term. As
such then,

Z + y(Tn» T) as t + « (7)

where y(T0, T) is the steady state degradation spectrum
defined originally by Spencer and Fano.

The quantities z and Z may be used to compute the
time dependent properties of a system undergoing radioly-
sis. For example, let the symbol r designate a product of
such a radiolytic system. Then, the rate of production and
cumulative yield of r are given by the respective integrals,

T0
R(T ,t) = n J a (T) z(T , T, t) dT (8)
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To
Nr(T0, t) = n J Of(T) Z(T0, T, t) dT, (9)

where ar is the cross section for r production. In the
limit of large t the quantity N (T.., •») is the mean number
of r molecules produced by an electron of incident energy
TQ and is obtained in traditional fashion by employing the
limit, 7, in the integral of Eq. (9).

Neglecting the ejected electron term in Eq. (5) and
making use of an expansion for T >> Energy Transfer Terms
yields a time dependent version of the continuous slowing
down approximation (CSDA);

where S is the stopping cross section defined by

S(T) = 1 E 0 + J E — dE, (11)
s s dE

and T

is the time it takes an electron to decrease from T(J to a
lower energy T. The source term in Eq. (5) is now
employed as the initial condition in the solution of Kq.
(10) and yields,

z(T, t) = S f g s ^ ) ) ] zo(glx-t)J, (13)

where g(x) = T is the inverse of Eq. (12) and ZQ is the
initial incremental degradation spectrum which now
includes an average over an initial energy distribution.

Time-dependent yields for an electron of kinetic
energy TQ = 200 eV wtie generated by a technique which
solves Eqs. (5), (6), and (9) using the method of Bulirsch
and Stoer (1966) employing cross section data compiled by
Eggarter. The resulting curves displayed in Fig. 1 fall
roughly into two classes. The first category is charac-
terized by an abrupt increase at t = 0 exhibited by the
upper two curves of Fig. 1, while the lower two curves
reveal a delayed onset with little rise at t = 0. The
shape of yield curves near t = 0 is stroiigly influenced by
the asymptotic properties of ar in Eq. (9), which in turn
depends on the corresponding transition moment. In the
case of products formed from optically allowed transitions
like the upper two curves of Fig. 1 ar ~ (lnT)/T at lartre



Fig. 1. Product yield curves obtained for Interaction of
a 2000 eV electron with argon using the data of
Eggarter. Note Eqs. (6) and (9) show that the
time coordinate scales as nt. Paschen notation is
used for the atomic states.
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T. In contrast the lower curves record the yields of two
dipole forbidden transitions where or -- T at large T.
Thus, the prominent tail of the cross section for
optically allowed transitions gives rise to a rapidly
ascending product curve near t = 0. Although the reverse
is true for optically forbidden transitions, this opposite
effect is actually amplified by the maximum at a low
energy found in cross section curves for such transitions.

The curves displayed in Fig. 2 compare the argon ion
yield results contained in Fig. 1 with those calculated
using the CSDA, Eq. (13), together with Eqs. (6) and
(9). The divergence of the two curves show the inadequacy
of the CSDA as method for calculating time dependent
yields. Nonetheless, the CSDA gives excellent results in
certain electron degradation problems such as the dynamics
of subexcitation electrons (Dillon et al. 1988) In that
case, the electron energy T is usually much greater than
energy transfer from elastic collisions.



Fig. 2. Comparison of results obtained from Eqs. (5),
(6), and (9) with the CSDA, Eq. (10) together
with Eq. (1).
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